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Who	is	Essense Partners?

Research

Branding

Marketing

Strategy

We are an award-winning 
strategic marketing firm 
that disrupts energy 
conversations and help 
clients lead market change.



Using Brands 
Effectively in 
Energy

Creating brand 
experiences

Using branding, 
positioning, and marketing 
effectively in energy



Effective Product Branding
Is about putting the right frame of reference around your value proposition

Effective Company Branding
Is about connecting your customers to your business strategy



If you search “clean energy”
And click on images, you see what consumers see

i.e. this is their frame of reference





Branding matters

But today…
Misbranding is mattering more



Provide
the right frame of reference

Connect
customers to your business strategy 

Build
a seamless brand experience

The keys to effective energy branding



Case study

NY Drive 
Clean Rebate

Using branding and 
marketing, and activation 
to increase the number
of electric vehicles in
New York State



Electric cars are technology rich



Fast and intuitive pickup

Hugs the road as you turn

Fun to drive



They save you time and money

So you can focus on the important things in life

With no gas station visits and low maintenance



Simply plug in when you

get home, and it’s ready 

to go when you are



Word Association Exercise for Electric Cars

Mainstream
Ordinary

Boring
Hate

Cool
Convenient
Exciting
Green
Intelligent
Love
Sophisticated
Up to date

NEGATIVE NEUTRAL POSITIVE



Green 55%

Intelligent 9%

Boring 8%

Hate 7%

Up to date 6%

Results with 500 US consumers in New York
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How do you create a campaign 
that will motivate 1,000,000 
consumers to buy a new electric 
vehicle within the next 8 years?



Research

What drives 
people to 
purchase an 
electric vehicle?
We surveyed over 500 consumers 
in New York to understand 
perceptions of electric vehicles, 
purchase drivers, and desired 
benefits and value drivers.





Brand experience is made up of…

• Top down view of the world: what you stand for comes first

• Connecting customers to your business strategy

• Partnerships to extend the brand ecosystem



If you successfully bring it all together,
it should feel like a seamless and 

obvious experience



Strategy 1

Focus on a fun, 
intelligent 
driving 
experience
�e showed o� cars in motion with 
drivers enjoying themselves, and 
created consumer-oriented 
marketing experiences, signifying 
an important departure from the 
more traditional program and 
rebate outreach strategies



Strategy 2

Use infographics 
to reframe the 
conversation
We strategically put electric cars on 
the same spectrum as conventional 
gas cars to undo the inferior 
performance perception that is 
associated with a “green” car.

We increased the familiarity of an 
electric car by showing a regular plug 
alongside the more foreign-looking 
electric car charger plug.



Strategy 3

Engage dealers 
early and 
proactively
Branded mailer with posters and 
flyers were developed so that dealers 
could hand out educational
materials to customers.

A robust onboarding process and co-
branding opportunity was created for 
participating dealers.



Strategy 4

Being present at 
consumer 
lifestyle events
Unlike other energy purchases, 
consumers make car purchases 
based on emotions and images they 
want to portray. For this
reason, we promoted the EV rebate 
where consumers are already 
thinking about car purchases - at the 
New York Auto Show – and where 
they are already bought into the 
sustainable lifestyle – at the Green 
Expo in New York.



Provide
the right frame of reference

Connect
customers to your business strategy 

Build
a seamless brand experience

The keys to effective energy branding



Questions?
Krystie Mak

krystie@essensepartners.com


